
appeal  To bring a legal case from a
lower court to a higher court to be
heard again
bribe  Payment of money to
persuade or influence
diplomacy  Settling disagreements
between nations by discussion and
negotiation
harassment  The act of disturbing
or bothering

import  Something brought in from
an outside place
inauguration  The official beginning
of an office 
interpreter  Person who explains
the meaning of something
investor  One who commits money
to something in order to gain a
profit

notable  Remarkable, significant
persuade  To cause someone to do
something by means of argument or
reasoning
resistance  Not giving in to
resolve  To find a solution
valid  Acceptable according to law
or rules
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Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

Glossary CHAPTER  6 Launching the New Nation

George Washington appointed Alexander Hamilton secretary of the treasury.

During Washington’s term, Congress passed an excise tax on goods produced

in Europe.

President Washington issued a declaration of nullification during the conflict

between France and Great Britain.

The court ruling in Marbury v. Madison established the power of judicial

review.

Many Americans in the early 1800s were angry with the British for their 

policy of impressment.

1. ________

2. ________

3. ________

4. ________

5. ________

AFTER YOU READ

Terms and Names
A. If the statement is true, write “true” on the line. If it is false, change the underlined word or words to make it true.

B. Write the name or term that best completes each sentence.

1. The _______________ provided for a federal court system.

2. The election of 1796 highlighted the rise of _______________, or placing

the interests of one region over those of the nation.

3. In 1801, President Adams appointed _______________ as Chief Justice

of the Supreme Court.

4. In the _______________, Thomas Jefferson bought land from France.

5. General _______________ led the American troops to victory in the

Battle of New Orleans.

Andrew Jackson

John Marshall

sectionalism

Judiciary Act of 1789

Marbury vs. Madison

Louisiana Purchase

nullification
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74 CHAPTER 6 REVIEW

Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

AFTER YOU READ (continued) CHAPTER  6 Launching the New Nation

Main Ideas

1. What political parties helped establish the two-party system in the United States?

2. What happened as a result of the Battle of Fallen Timbers?

3. Why was President Jefferson’s inauguration important?

4. Why was the Lewis and Clark expedition important?

5. What did the Treaty of Ghent do?

Think Critically
Answer the following questions on a separate sheet of paper.

1. Would you have been a supporter of the Federalist or the Democratic-Republican party? Explain your choice.

2. What do you think was President Jefferson’s greatest accomplishment? Why do you think so?


